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Abstract— There are many application are developed with would 
like of self organization for network. to satisfy this demand would 
like of wireless sensing element network in such applications. To 
manage network expeditiously bunch is employed. immeasurable 
works are wiped out field of wireless sensing element networks 
(WSNs) in previous few years. These researches have boost 
potential of WSNs in applications like security observation, 
disaster management, military space, border protection and 
health observation systems. Such applications are needed to be 
remotely deployed sensing element nodes in vast numbers and to 
work autonomously. Thus there got to quantifiability, nodes are 
usually collected into disjoint clusters. This paper, presents a 
categorization and customary organization of obtainable bunch 
proposal. This work analysis varied bunch algorithms used for 
WSNs and provides a review with that specialize in their 
objectives options, etc. and projected economical bunch 
technique for stable cluster formation and maintenance. 

Index Terms— WSNs Clustering, Cluster head selection, 
Clustering comparison. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensing element network (WSN) has matured 
united of enticing networking technologies currently on a daily 
basis as its advantage of organization wherever lacking 
communication infrastructures. Sensing element network could 
be a network containing arbitrarily placed sensing element 
nodes and base stations (BS). The SB works as entrance to 
attach with public network or alternative network. WSNs offer 
economical knowledge assortment, storage management, quick 
process and access purpose to sensing element nodes in its 
network. Sensing element nodes are specially style to gather 
knowledge for its surroundings and sends current knowledge to 
SB. Still these nodes have restricted power, process and storage 
capability. Hence routing process and store route is tough task 
attributable to restricted resources and dynamically dynamic  
topology [1, 2]. 

Research show their interest to minimizing and low-power 
style tiny sized battery applied sensors that capable to sense 
dynamic conditions as temperature, light-weight and sound. 
Sensors ordinarily style for processing and communication 
with SB capability. Sensors have natural philosophy circuit to 
convert environmental physical conditions into electrical 
signal. each sensing element node has radio communication 
system that is employed to send and receive knowledge to any 
node together with SB.  

On disaster management circumstances as example 
earthquakes, sensing element networks may useful for explicit 
map guided emergency services groups for correctly 
functioning. conjointly military things, health observance 
system and house protection system as shown in Fig. 1, sensing 
element networks are often used. For any police investigation 
missions and to notice moving targets, chemical gases, or the 
presence of micro-agents sensing element network and sensing 
element nodes ar effective technique. Sensing element nodes ar 
probable to be positioned arbitrarily in any desired location 
uncontrolled manner, like place down by any fly machine, and 
to along produce a network in ad-hoc behavior [4]. Coming up 
with and operative such would like giant network is needed 
ascendable field of study and economical management. 
Sensing element nodes gift in such kind locations energy 
protective is main constrain and their batteries impractical to 
recharged. For that reason, energy-aware algorithms style 
intercommunicate be a vital issue for rising the lifetime of 
sensing element nodes. alternative application central style 
objectives, e.g. hi-fi target detection and classification, are 
thought-about [5]. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  An articulation of sample WSN architecture 

Combination sensing element nodes into clusters square 
measure taken by the analysis society to induce the system 
measurability purpose. every cluster ought to have a manager, 
called the cluster-head (CH). whereas many bunch algorithms 
are given within the literature for ad-hoc networks [6,7], the 
purpose was primarily to make a lot of stable clusters in setting 
with mobile nodes. many techniques planned attempt to modify 
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reach ability and route stability for network not worry 
concerning coverage. Recently bunch techniques planned for 
WSNs [8,9]. These strategies reckoning on node preparation 
schemes characteristics of CH node and network operating 
model. A CH is chosen by the sensing element nodes in an 
exceedingly cluster by the network members. CHs might 
produce a second level network or simply transmit the info to 
base-station.  

The design of routing protocols for WSNs is difficult owing 
to many network constraints. WSNs suffer from the constraints 
of many network resources, for instance, energy, bandwidth, 
central process unit, and storage [11, 12]. the planning 
challenges in sensing element networks involve the subsequent 
main aspects [10, 11, 12, 13]- 

• Limited energy capacity 
• Sensor locations 
• Limited hardware resources 
• Massive and random node deployment 
• Network characteristics and unreliable environment:  
• Diverse sensing application requirements 
• Scalability 

WSNs don't use specialized routers for path discovery and 
traffic routing develops the wireless backbone design. this 
implies that sure nodes should be elite to communication. one 
amongst the overall approaches to create up self-organize them 
is cluster primarily based specification. this is often achieved 
by partitioning unintended networks into clusters. sure nodes, 
called cluster-heads, would be answerable for the formation of 
cluster and maintenance of the topology of the network, and 
conjointly for the resource allocation to any or all the nodes 
happiness to their clusters. 

The WCA has improved performance compared with 
alternative previous agglomeration algorithms.  However, the 
high quality of nodes can cause high frequency of re-affiliation 
which is able to increase the network overhead. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In flat networks, every node usually plays constant role and 
sensing element nodes collaborate along to perform the sensing 
task. because of the massive range of such nodes, it's not 
possible to assign a worldwide symbol to every node. This 
thought has light-emitting diode to knowledge central routing 
[14], wherever the baccalaureate sends queries to bound 
regions and waits for knowledge from the sensors situated 
within the designated regions. 

Since knowledge area unit being requested through queries, 
attribute-based naming is critical to specify the properties of 
knowledge. a number of routing protocols during this class are: 
SPIN [15], Directed Diffusion [16], Rumor Routing [17] and 
EBRP [18].  

Hierarchical or cluster-based routing, area unit well-known 
techniques with special benefits associated with quantifiability 
and economical communication. As such, the thought of class-
conscious routing is additionally used to perform energy-
efficient routing in WSNs. in an exceedingly class-conscious 
design, higher energy nodes will be accustomed method and 

send the knowledge whereas low energy nodes will be 
accustomed perform the sensing within the proximity of the 
target. a number of routing protocols during this cluster are: 
LEACH [19], PEGASIS [20], teen [21] and APTEEN [22]. 

Paper [23] proposes a load-balanced cluster formula for 
WSNs on the premise of their distance and density distribution, 
creating it primarily totally different from the previous cluster 
algorithms. This technique a balanced cluster formula with 
distributed organization for WSNs of non-uniform distribution, 
taking into consideration best configuration of clusters. This 
technique formula will kind a lot of stable and cheap cluster 
structure, and conjointly improves the network life cycle 
considerably. 

WCA [24] could be a classical formula supported node 
degree, the amount of single-hop neighbors. The election of 
cluster head depends upon the factors of node degree, send-
receive energy and residual energy. Meantime the scale of 
cluster (the communication consumes giant amounts of energy 
once cluster is simply too large) is proscribed so as to save lots 
of energy. In distinction, the WCA cluster formula is a lot of 
comprehensive than the antecedently projected algorithms, and 
a few experiments show that the performance is a lot of 
superior. to boot, the most downside of WCA is that it has to 
get the load of the node and need every node to save lots of all 
the knowledge of nodes before initializing network, therefore 
excessive amounts of computing and communications might 
cause excessive consumption in cluster directly.. 

K-clustering [25] formula will represent most k-hop non-
overlapping clusters with partial networks topology data 
instead of the complete configuration. At constant time, it also 
can save energy to prolong network survival time. moreover, 
because of dynamic configuration changes, it's of significance 
learning cluster supported native data. yet, it doesn’t think 
about cluster size and will kind unbalanced cluster. for 
instance, some clusters contain tremendous range of nodes, 
which ends in overlarge overhead of lay communication. 

Different improved K-clustering algorithms are come back 
up with in turn to repair this downside. A representative 
formula is planned by lin and Chu [26] with victimization hops 
collectively of the constraint parameters. during this formula, 
the node is non appointive as cluster head arbitrarily, and also 
the distance between cluster members and cluster head doesn’t 
exceed k hops. The formula is more practical in proscribing 
knowledge forwarding distance, however it still doesn’t solve 
unbalanced bunch (excessive bunch nodes). additionally, 
during this formula, solely the basis of subtree is aware of that 
cluster it belongs to, whereas alternative nodes don’t have this 
information. If the cluster head or the basis of sub-tree node 
fails, it'd be inefficient and unfavorable to cluster once more. 

ESAC [27] formula combines the benefits of the higher 
than planned algorithms, and it improves bunch performance 
by overcoming their shortcomings. This formula uses the 
strategy of shrewd weight in choosing cluster head. the burden 
of every node is calculated wishing on the mix of 2 parameters: 
residual energy and quality. The cluster size ranges between 2 
thresholds (Threshlower and Threshhigh), and also the distance 
between every cluster node and its cluster head isn't any over 
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2-hop. This differs from LEACH, and also the formula builds 
the balanceable and swish bunch network by considering the k-
density, residual energy and quality therefore on avoid 
mounted cluster head project, which can leads to excessive 
energy consumption of cluster head. the method of electing 
cluster head is re-launched in a very bound amount (service 
period). It calculates the burden of {every} node in every stage 
of cluster head building so as to make sure the foremost 
applicable node to become cluster head and limit the 
dimensions of cluster alright. once a cluster head dies or is rapt 
to alternative cluster, the upkeep method is triggered. the 
method is comparable thereto of building cluster launched by a 
random member of the previous cluster, and is restricted solely 
to the members losing their cluster head. during this means it 
will avoid the previous ‘chain loop’ downside existed in bunch 
formula, and has very little impact on the constellation. 
However, the structure of 2-hop clusters isn't appropriate for all 
circumstances. In some cases, we want to represent clusters 
over 2-hop.  

III.  PROPOSED WORK 

To solve given downside, this work propose a time-based 
WCA which might enhance the soundness of cluster formation 
followed by stable cluster head choice This paper proposes a 
thought for choosing stable cluster heads employing a changed 
Weighted clump algorithmic program and mixing it with Link 
Time calculation. 

 
Fig. 2.  DSBCA clustering in uniform distribution. 

The purpose of recent DSBCA is to come up with clusters 
with a lot of balanced energy and avoid making excessive 
clusters with several nodes and a lot of stable. The clusters 
close to the bottom station additionally forward the info from 
more clusters (all clusters have to be compelled to 
communicate with the bottom station, however long-distance 
wireless communication consumes a lot of energy), and as we 
have a tendency to all recognize, too several members in a very 
cluster could bring on excessive energy consumption in 
management and communication. Hence, supported the on top 
of issues, DSBCA algorithmic program considers the property 
density and also the location of the node, making an attempt to 
make a a lot of balanced clump structure. the fundamental plan 
of DSBCA is predicated on the property density and also the 

distance from the bottom station to calculate k (clustering 
radius). The clump radius is decided by density and distance: if 
2 clusters have a similar property density, the cluster abundant 
farther from the bottom station has larger cluster radius; if 2 
clusters have a similar distance from the bottom station, the 
cluster with the upper density has smaller cluster radius.  Fig. 
two shows DSBCA clump in uniform distribution. DSBCA 
forms completely different clump layers within which the 
radiuses of farther clump layers area unit larger, and within the 
same layer the clump radius is identical. Fig. three shows 
DSBCA clump in non-uniform. 

 
Fig. 3.  DSBCA clustering in non-uniform distribution 

A. Cluster Head Selecting Phase 

DSBCA selects the random nodes to trigger clustering 
process first. Then the trigger node Ut calculates its connected 
density and distance from the base station to determine cluster 
radius k by (1), and becomes the temporary cluster head.  

 (1) 
Where D(u) is the distance from the base station of u, Dk 

(u) is the connectivity density of node u, β is the sensor 
parameters determined by specific applications of WSNs, and 
floor is the calculation of rounding. D(u) can be calculated as 
follows. 

  (2) 
Where RSSI is received signal strength indicator, and A is 

the signal strength with 1 meter distance from the base station 
[21]. 
Nk (u) is k-hop neighbors of node u. 

 (3) 
 
In the case of non-uniform distribution, the cluster radiuses 

area unit determined by the space from the bottom station and 
property density of nodes. With farther distance from the 
bottom station and lower property density, the cluster radius is 
larger; on the contrary, with nearer distance from the bottom 
station and lower property density, the cluster radius is smaller. 
DSBCA is divided into 3 stages: cluster head choosing section, 
clusters building section and cycle section. DSBCA follows a 
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distributed approach to ascertain hierarchical data structure in 
self-organizing mode while not central management. 

Where d(u, v) is that the hops between node u and node v. 
we have a tendency to use hops to point distance just about. 
Node affiliation density is calculated by (8), and |Nk (u)| is that 
the range of k-hop neighbors of node u. 

  (4) 
DSBCA follows a distributed approach to build hierarchical 

structure in self-organizing mode without central control. In 
this phase, the node with the highest weight in k-hop neighbors 
of Ut is elected as cluster head. The weight of the node is 
calculated by (8), which takes the residual energy, connection 
density, and times of being elected as cluster head of nodes into 
account. Thus, we can generate clusters more balanced in 
energy and position. 

(5) 
where φ, φ, γ as the effect factors are defined by specific 

application, Rs (u) is the residual energy of node u, E(u) is the 
initial energy of node u, H (u) is the times of the node u being 
elected as cluster head. In this way we decrease the prospects 
of u being elected as cluster head to balance the overall energy 
consumption. 

In the initial stage, the node Ut triggers the agglomeration 
method and sends howdy messages to its k-hop neighbors. The 
neighbors in k-hop utilize (5) to calculate the individual 
weight, then the node with the very best weight can become the 
cluster head. From then on, cluster head node broadcasts 
(Head_message) in its k-hop neighbors to declare itself as 
cluster head and asks them to hitch the cluster. Head_message 
includes the ID of cluster head node (HID), the ID of the 
causation node (SID) and also the range of hops from the 
cluster head (HD). once a node receives Head_message, SID 
may be accustomed maintain a path to achieve the cluster head. 
The rule discards broadcast package once HD is over k to 
confirm that the cluster isn't any over k-hop. once a neighbor 
node receives Head_message, albeit it's already in a very 
cluster, it sends Join_message to the cluster head to request 
change of integrity the new cluster as long as its weight is 
lower. Head_message is restricted to transmission inside k-hop, 
thus it should happen that some nodes couldn’t receive any 
Head_message. In DSBCA rule, if the node doesn't receive 
Head_message in T (w)(T (w) &lt; T (k)), it declares itself the 
cluster head, wherever T (w) is waiting time, and T (k) is that 
the refresh time associated with distribution of nodes and 
specific applications. The settings of T (w) and T (k) ought to 
make sure that every node within the network will notice its 
own cluster head, and also the rule restarts the agglomeration 
method once T (k) circularly. 

B. Clusters Building Phase 

DSBCA sets the brink of cluster size. the amount of cluster 
nodes cannot exceed the brink to avoid forming giant clusters, 

which can cause further overhead and therefore scale back 
network time period. once the cluster head node receives 
Join_message sent by the standard node, it'll compare the scale 
of cluster with threshold to just accept new member and update 
the count of cluster nodes if the scale is smaller than threshold, 
or reject the request. If the rejected node has cluster head 
already, the clump method ceases. Otherwise, it finds another 
applicable cluster to hitch. every member node of cluster 
maintains a cluster info table, that saves the HID, HD, SID and 
different info. If a node receives transmission packet in work, 
it'll update its cluster info table correspondingly.  

C. Clustering Maintenance Using Mobility prediction 

The quality of nodes not to mention the transient nature of 
wireless media usually leads to a extremely dynamic topology. 
owing to quality some nodes can detach from the present 
cluster and connect itself to another cluster. the method of 
connection a brand new cluster is understood as re-affiliation. 
If the re-affiliation fails, the complete network can recall the 
cluster head election routine. One disadvantage of WCA is 
high re-affiliation frequency. High frequency of re-affiliation 
can increase the communication overhead. Thus, reducing the 
quantity of re-affiliation is critical in impromptu networks. to 
forestall this we tend to opt for quality prediction schemes. The 
impact of quality prediction schemes on the temporal stability 
of the clusters obtained employing a mobility-aware cluster 
framework. we tend to propose an easy framework for a quality 
prediction-based cluster to boost the cluster stability. 

One way to predict the quality of nodes is exploitation the 
Link Time. Work out the Link Time (LT) to predict the length 
of a wireless link between 2 nodes within the network. The 
approach assumes that the direction and speed of motion of the 
mobile nodes doesn't amendment throughout the prediction 
interval.. 

D. Link Time (LT) 

The Link Time (LT) could be a straightforward prediction 
theme that determines the period of a wireless link between 2 
nodes. Dynamic bunch in networks has conjointly been 
extensively studied within the literature. The Weighted bunch 
rule (WCA) is one such theme, wherever four parameters area 
unit thought-about for the cluster head election procedure, that 
area unit representative of degree, the add of the distances to 
alternative nodes in radio distance, mobility, and battery power 
of the mobile nodes.  

Here we tend to propose associate degree increased 
DSBCA which might enhance  steadiness of the network. Such 
a theme will be tuned flexibly the parameters to suit to totally 
different situations. To calculate the period of link between 2 
mobile nodes, we tend to assume that their location, speed and 
direction of movement stay constant.  
Here let: 
Location of node i and node j at time t be given by (xi , yi ) and 
(xj ,yj). V i and Vj the speed of the nodes. θi and  θj be the 
directions of the nodes i and j respectively. Link expiration 
time Dt is given by the formula given below. 

Dt = 1-(√ (xi-xj)2+(yi-yj)2/MaxDist+|Vi-Vj|/MaxSpeed) 
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Value Dt of Dt is max if distance of nodes i and j is min and 
speed difference is min hence value is subtract from 1, to get 
maximum link connection value. 
The LT offers associate edge on the estimate of the duration of 
a node in a very cluster. within the projected agglomeration 
framework, once LT-based prediction is employed, a node is 
allowed to affix a cluster as long as the expected LT of the link 
between the node and therefore the cluster head is larger than 
the clusters admission criteria Tj. for each node N that detach 
from current cluster we tend to check whether or not the node 
may be a Cluster Head or Cluster member. 
I. If it's a Cluster Head then require cluster head election at 
intervals the actual cluster and type a replacement cluster. 
II. If it's a Cluster member then calculate Link Expiration Time 
with Cluster Head of every cluster and therefore the nodes that 
re-affiliate should be at intervals transmission vary of cluster 
head wherever transmission vary is mounted. Check whether or 
not LT is larger than threshold price (Tj), Here Tj is average of 
all LT, and if it's larger than the Node is eligible to affix the 
actual cluster that shares larger LT. 
 

IV.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the 
proposed algorithm. This paper considered first order wireless 
model standards simulation and the simulation parameters for 
our model. To validate the performance of stable clustering 
scheme, simulate a heterogeneous clustered wireless sensor 
network in a field with dimensions 100m by 100m. The total 
number of sensor nodes n= 144 and 196 respectively. The 
super, advanced and normal nodes randomly distributed over 
the field. This means that the horizontal and vertical 
coordinates of each sensor are randomly selected between 0 
and maximum value of the dimension. The sink or base station 
is in the center and so, the maximum distance of any node from 
the sink is approximately 70 m. the transmission range for any 
node to transmit messages are approximate 30m. 

We compare proposed algorithm with the classical 
DSBCA, LEACH, HEED and WCA, observing the network 
lifetime especially. DSBCA generates harmonious clusters to 
decrease the energy cost of communication in the cluster, so it 
prolongs the network lifetime. Fig. 4 and fig. 5 show 
respectively the aver-age rounds of communication in 20 
experiments for various algorithms, when 10%, 20%, 30%, 
40%, 50%, 60%, 70% and 80% of nodes are dead. The 
simulation conditions are 144 nodes (Fig. 4) distributed evenly 
and 196 nodes (Fig. 5) distributed evenly. We can see that, for 
the same round, DSBCA has lower ratio of dead nodes 
compared to the other algorithms. 

As results shown proposed algorithm Stable clustering 
method can form more reasonable cluster structure to avoid 
frequent exchange of the nodes weight information and 
temporary cluster head broadcasting after the primary 
clustering. As a result, the energy consumption decreases 
effectively. Hence nodes have more lifetime span during 
communication with having less dead nodes. The cluster 
structure changes in each round in DSBCA, LEACH, HEED 

and WCA; nevertheless, proposed algorithm maintains 
relatively stable clustering structure within which switching of 
cluster head often occurs within the same cluster 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison of rounds with 144 nodes distributed evenly. 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison of rounds with 196 nodes distributed evenly 

V. CONCLUSION 

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have gotten major 
concentration over the last decade. Massive numbers of 
application depends on WSNs like civil and military 
applications for inflated effectiveness, chiefly in unfriendly and 
remote areas or rural areas. WSNs area unit varied required 
things wherever ancient techniques fail as demand for 
examples disaster management, border security, battle field 
inspections. These applications embody sizable amount of 
detector nodes area unit expected, want careful structure and 
organization of the network. To satisfy these necessities 
grouping nodes into clusters is become the foremost loved 
answer thanks to support quantifiability in WSNs. Main 
awareness has been paid to cluster techniques and algorithms 
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got an oversized range of researches done. This paper, review 
existing analysis work and offers comparison of latest schemes. 
This paper review previous work worn out field of WSNs and 
offers categorization various attributes needed for economical 
WSNs style. 

This paper proposes a balanced agglomeration procedure 
with distributed organization for WSNs of non-uniform 
distribution, taking into consideration optimum configuration 
of clusters. Compared with initial agglomeration algorithms, 
the considered procedure will kind a lot of stable and 
affordable cluster structure, and additionally improve the 
network life cycle considerably. The simulation result shows 
that the formula is possible and has superior performance.. 
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